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There are places on Earth, children, that from the beginning of the planet were designed by God so
that gradually they could manifest and hold the most sacred and evolutionary experiences that every
and any human being can have.

These sacred places in the invisible worlds consist of Kingdoms of Love, because all the love
achieved by humankind has been kept there and, throughout human evolution, it has multiplied and
transformed to assist all those who are still learning to love and discovering the truth about
themselves, which is hidden in the essence of love.

When the Divine Messengers travel throughout the world, They awake these sacred places and
create a link between the human consciousness and those spaces of love so that, spiritually
speaking, beings may receive new opportunities for fulfilling their mission and expressing the
Divine Thought.

From the degrees of purity and unity with the Kingdoms of Nature, expressed by the primitive
peoples, through the love achieved by Christ on the Cross, up to the love experienced by human
beings, all this is kept in the essence of those sacred places as an assistance for the different nations
and continents.

But if humanity is indifferent toward this spiritual reality, it remains hidden and silent, and does not
present its treasure, its legacy, to the human consciousness.

For this reason, children, each day you must be more aware of the celestial mysteries that are also
held on Earth so that, in the name of humanity, you can participate in them, receive and live the love
that makes all of you worthy children of God, and that which makes you express the Divine Will
and Thought.

With your prayers, accompany Our steps and receive these gifts with gratitude.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


